Current geometric design standards were established in many cases years ago. Considering the improvements that have been made to vehicles over the years, should they be reviewed and changed to address current vehicle improvements. (Larry E. Tibbits, MI)

Innovative contracting update from those using other than design-bid-build. (Steven C. Hutchinson, ID)

Are there national predictors of inflationary trends that can be used to give states a better idea of inflationary impacts? (Delbert McOmie, WY)

Which states are using electronic bidding? What have been the results? Plus/minus (Delbert McOmie, WY)

Highway Beautification Act and Billboards (Ananth Prasad, FL)

Safer temporary pavements edges and temporary longitudinal drop-offs with Safety Edge and notched wedge joints (Neil Pedersen, MD)

Smart Transportation: What are other states using for alternative measures of effectiveness (other than level of service) addressing congestion. (Richard H. Hogg, PA)

Work Zone Traffic speed enforcement - - what are other States doing particularly in regard to what extent State Highway Patrol forces are being utilized on construction projects. (Neil Pedersen, MD)

Managed Lanes Design Criteria (Ananth Prasad, FL)

ADA Transition Plan: How are states addressing conformance to American with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements and also their specific ADA transition plan. (Richard H. Hogg, PA)

National Metric for Congestion. (Richard H. Hogg, PA)

Have the increased costs on highway projects during the past two to three years caused DOTs to modify their design standards? (Frank Vozel, AR)

Use of national material indexes as a pricing risk control for construction contracts. Who is using these contracting indexes for asphalt and how is it working. (Larry Tibbits, MI)

NCHRP Project 3-80 Traffic Enforcement Strategies for Work Zones - project is in its second phase, a presentation by the researchers may be of interest to SCOH. Ray Derr at NCHRP can be contacted for information. (Arthur Gruhn, CT)

Right-of-Way: Effect of Kelo Supreme Court decision on state eminent domain codes & impact on DOT acquisition of right-of-way for transportation projects. (Richard H. Hogg, PA)

ANSI Type II vests for litter pick-up crews: cost/benefit; removal of requirement. (Richard H. Hogg, PA)